ABSTRACT. Though summability of a series by the Cesàro method Cp does not in general imply its summability by the Borel-type method (B,a,ß), it is shown that the implication holds under an additional condition.
Introduction.
Suppose throughout that X^^Lo a« *s a series with partial sums sn := X)fc=o afc' ano-tnat a > 0 and cxN + ß > 0 where A is a nonnegative integer. The series ]C^°=o an is said to be summable (B, a, ß) to s if The Borel-type summability method (B,a,ß) is regular, and (B, 1,1) with A = 0 is the standard Borel summability method B.
We shall also be concerned with the Cesàro summability method Cv (p > -1) and the Valiron method Va defined as follows: Sfc -> s asn-t 00.
Consider the series 52^Li a« := S^Li na~l exp(^lina) where A > 0 and 0 < a < 1/2. It is known [5, p. 213 ] that this series is summable Cp for every p > 0 but is not convergent.
However, since an = o(n~1//2), it follows by the Borwein Tauberian Theorem [1, Theorem 1] that the series is not summable (B,a,ß) for any a and ß. This example shows that, in general, summability Cp does not imply summability (B,a,ß).
The following theorem indicates how to strengthen the Cp summability hypothesis in order to ensure summability (B,a,ß). In order to prove the theorem we must show that F(n) = o(nl¡2). Since, by the hypothesis, spk = o(kp/2) as k -* oo and kpl2Apvn(k) = ofa1/2) as n -► oo, it suffices to show that Therefore to establish that G(n) is bounded it is enough to show that, for 0 < r < p/2 and 0 < 9 < p, oo H(n) := 22 k"/2\n ~k~ e\p-2rvn(k + 9) = 0(np-r+1'2). Since \n -k -9\ < 2p for 0 < 9 < p and n -p < k < n, and 0 < vn(k + 9) < 1, it is immediate that These methods, as well as the Borel-type and Valiron methods, are contained in the F(a, q) family of methods mentioned in the introduction. The following theorem generalizes Swaminathan's result [10] , via Theorem 2 and [3, Satz III], for the Euler, Meyer-Konïg, and Taylor methods. THEOREM 3. Suppose that p is a nonnegative integer and that cp = s+o(n~p/2) as n -> oo. Then for 0 < S < 1, the series X^^Lo a™ *s summable to s by the Eg, Sg, and Tg methods.
